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Abstract
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phenomenon in experts markets. We offer and discuss conditions leading to equilibrium
over-consumption in an otherwise purely competitive model. This market failure results
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1 Introduction

Economists often assume that consumers know which goods or services they want. In

fact, in many situations consumers have to rely on an expert’s advice to assess their

needs. Examples include all sorts of repairs (car repairs, plumbing), health care, legal

and tax services; firms face the same difficulty when choosing computers and software.

The informational advantage of an expert suggests that he may have an incentive to make

false recommendations, especially if he is also the seller of the services. Although empir-

ical research is relatively scarce for obvious reasons, there is evidence giving support to

this concern. Emons (1997) cites a Swiss study showing that the average population had

33% more of seven important surgical interventions than physicians and their families.

In the late 1970’s the Department of Transportation estimated that 53% of auto repair

charges represented unnecessary repairs (see Wolinsky, 1993). Together with anecdotical

evidence,1 these observations indicate that we need a better understanding of fraud and

inefficient over-consumption in experts markets. Is over-consumption associated with

a fundamental market failure? Which mechanism may explain its stability, in spite of

competition? And what is its impact on market organization and on welfare?

The impact of competition on over-consumption has been particularly debated in

health economics. In that literature,2 the physician’s market power over the consumer

is a central factor behind the over-consumption phenomenon (also known as the

supplier-induced demand hypothesis). The moral hazard arising from the consumer’s

insurance coverage is believed to exacerbate the problem. However, fraud may well

play a role even in the absence of insurance and market power. In this paper, we

propose a simple model with risk-neutral, uninsured consumers to investigate whether

a competitive experts market performs efficiently. We identify a set of conditions under

which the market involves equilibrium fraud and over-consumption.

1See, for instance, “The Mechanic from Hell” in the New York Times, August 4, 1996.
2McGuire (2000) offers a survey of both theoretical and empirical results, supporting the

hypothesis that physicians induce consumers to utilize more health care than they would have
chosen if well informed.
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The following reasoning shows how competition may in fact favor inefficient over-

consumption. The key problem in experts markets is that the consumer knows there is a

loss, but only an expert can determine which treatment is needed.3 Once the diagnosis is

made, the expert thus enjoys an informational advantage over the consumer. Moreover,

there typically exist some economies of scope between diagnosis and treatment,4 making

it costly for the consumer to get a second opinion. These characteristics of experts’

markets do not create per se any incentive to induce over-consumption. They simply

make overcharging more likely: once the diagnosis is made, the expert may increase its

price without fearing that the customer rejects his offer.5

To avoid such a hold-up problem, consumers often ask for a commitment to prices.

In practice experts commit to a tariff, including prices for different inputs such as spare

parts, drugs, or labor. Once the diagnosis is made, the expert provides a bill listing the

inputs he claims to be needed for the repair, and computes the repair price accordingly.

In this system, increasing the repair price now requires to justify the use of additional

inputs. Still, this does not create over-consumption: if the customer cannot observe

whether these inputs are actually used or not, the expert will not have to use these

inputs anyway. Consequently over-consumption does not appear; simply the expert has

to lie to the customer in order to increase his revenues.

For over-consumption to appear, the customer must be able to verify whether some

of these unnecessary inputs were actually used. In that case, the expert has to incur

3Once the loss is fixed, evidence in favor of one treatment or another has disappeared.
Taken together, these features define a credence good, a term coined by Darby and Karni
(1973).

4These may derive from several sources. Performing a diagnosis may require to strip down
an engine, thus transferring some of the repair costs to the diagnosis stage. Once the diagnosis
is obtained, asking a second expert to repair the loss may involve additional transportation
costs; in the health care case, changing doctors may represent losing trust capital developed
with the first physician. Finally it may be difficult to transmit precise information about a
diagnosis to another party.

5In the literature this hold-up problem is associated with the work of Diamond (1971), who
considers exogeneous switching costs from one seller to another; it may be so severe to make
the monopoly price prevail as the unique equilibrium price.
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an additional “fraud cost” when he lies, equal to the cost of unnecessary inputs used in

the repair. The trade-off is now clear: lying allows to increase the price, but implies a

simultaneous increase in the repair cost. Thus an interesting effect appears: avoiding

fraud and over-consumption requires to make repair prices closer (in the limit, if the

price does not depend on the type of repair, there is no fraud incentive); in other

words, cross-subsidies between repairs are needed. However, competition makes these

cross-subsidies less sustainable, through the threat of cream-skimming. It may thus

well be that competition favors fraud.

In order to test these intuitions, we set up a model with the above key ingredients:

informational advantage for the expert, economies of scope between diagnosis and repair,

commitment to prices, verifiability of some inputs by the customer (fraud cost). The

model incorporates an optimal visit pattern by the customer among experts, together

with Bayesian updating of beliefs when an expert emits a recommendation. Experts

compete in tariffs, which include repair prices and a price for the diagnosis. As will

be discussed further below, a crucial assumption is that experts are not allowed to set

repair prices below repair costs. Three different types of equilibria are characterized,

depending on the parameters.

When the sum of the diagnosis cost and the fraud cost is sufficiently high, we show

that there exists an efficient equilibrium in which the loss is fixed by the first visited

expert, and this expert is truthful. Each repair price is set close enough to marginal cost

to deter cream-skimming, without inducing fraud. Otherwise, inefficiencies arise. If the

fraud cost is high compared to economies of scope, there exists an equilibrium without

fraud in which the first visited expert is truthful, because the customer rejects his offer

of an expensive repair to get the loss fixed by another expert. This “specialization”

equilibrium, first exhibited by Wolinsky (1993), is inefficient because the diagnosis cost

is sometimes incurred twice.

Finally, when the fraud cost is small relative to the economies of scope, all equilibria
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involve fraud and over-consumption. Fraud means that the expert always claims that

a costly repair is needed. The consumer does not learn anything, and therefore accepts

to pay a high repair price, despite knowing that with some probability unnecessary

inputs are used. Our theory thus relates fraud and over-consumption to information

transmission and cream-skimming: the expert pools information in order to deter the

consumer from seeking a better price elsewhere. Such a pooling requires to sometimes

mimick an expensive repair, and thus creates over-consumption. This new type of

equilibrium is our main contribution, and we now contrast this finding with other

results in the literature.

Our model is inspired by that of Wolinsky (1993). This is a simple framework in

which the loss may require either a minor or a major intervention. Our main innovation

is the idea that the customer is able to observe some of the inputs used in the repair. As

explained above, this creates a fraud cost, which measures the ability of the customer

to monitor the expert.6 We allow this fraud cost to take arbitrary values, thus covering

a variety of cases.

Previous papers have looked at two extreme cases. First, some have assumed that

fraud is costless (Pitchik and Schotter, 1987, Wolinsky, 1993, Taylor, 1995, Dulleck

and Kerschbamer, 2003, and Fong, 2003). Then lying is not inefficient per se, and the

only source of inefficiency is the cost of getting a second opinion,7 incurred when the

equilibrium involves multiple visits as in the specialization case; otherwise equilibria are

efficient. In our model, the fraud cost is a parameter associated to the fact that the

customer may verify the use of some inputs. This innovation allows us to properly define

6Notice that the fraud cost is also equal to the social cost of over-consumption. Hence
a higher fraud cost may have ambiguous effects on total welfare, since on the one hand it
makes fraud less likely due to better monitoring, while on the other hand it increases its social
cost when fraud indeed happens at equilibrium. Caution may therefore be called for when
estimating the welfare effects of a policy aiming at deterring fraud.

7Taylor (1995) adopts a framework where he can also analyze inefficiencies arising in the
level of maintenance of the durable good. Emons (1997, 2001) and Fong (2003) also allow for
undertreatment.
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over-consumption, to confirm its empirical relevance since it appears as an equilibrium

phenomenon, and to discuss its welfare effects in a meaningful way since now fraud has

a welfare cost. In line with the intuition, it turns out that fraud occurs at equilibrium

when the fraud cost is low enough, and the diagnosis cost is high enough to deter the

customer from seeking a double advice as in the specialization equilibrium.

Conversely a high fraud cost means that the consumer has full control— it is as

if the repair were verifiable. Then our model shows that equilibria are efficient, thus

confirming the results obtained by a second group of papers, where repair is verifiable

(Dulleck and Kerschbamer, 2003, Emons, 1997 and 2001); they find no fraudulent

consumption inducement in equilibrium.

Our model allows for an endogenous diagnosis price, often neglected in the literature.8

Because experts are allowed to reduce the diagnosis price below its cost, all equilibria are

zero-profits equilibria, contrary to some equilibria in Wolinsky (1993) and Dulleck and

Kerschbamer (2003). This is because repair profits may be redistributed to consumers,

thanks to a lower diagnosis price. We find that whenever the consumer visits only one

expert in equilibrium, the diagnosis price is set below the diagnosis cost, in line with

the evidence. The diagnosis price is also shown to increase with the fraud cost. As an

application, it seems quite plausible that the consumer typically observes more of the

inputs used in the health care industry than for car or house repairs. Our model thus

predicts a low diagnosis price for car or house repairs (and indeed diagnoses are often free

in these industries), and a significant diagnosis price in health care or dentistry (patients

do typically have to pay the physician’s fee even if not treated by that physician).

Our equilibrium with over-consumption may also be usefully compared to those

obtained in the health economics literature. This literature typically features a mo-

8Pitchik and Schotter (1987) take all prices as given. In Wolinsky (1993), Dulleck and
Kerschbamer (2003), and Fong (2003), the diagnosis price is exogenously set at the diagnosis
cost. In Taylor (1995), one of the intervention prices is exogenous; the precise level of the
diagnosis price is indeterminate because only the sum of the repair price and the diagnosis
price matters.
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nopolistic competition setup. No strategic interaction occurs between physicians. Each

physician selects both price and quantity of treatment, taken the reservation utility

of the consumer (defined by other physicians’ prices and quantities) as given. Over-

consumption occurs in the sense that the patient would like to consume less treatment,

given the unit price; this is reminiscent of the second-degree price discrimination lit-

erature (see Farley, 1986). Some papers have subsequently incorporated asymmetric

information between the physician and the patient; this enables the physician to affect

the consumer’s incentives to monitor the doctor, or to end the relationship before treat-

ment. In Dranove (1988), increased competition leads the physician to set a lower price;

this in turn causes the patient to accept more easily a treatment offer, so that fraud

occurs more often. We also argue that more competition may favor fraud; but our argu-

ment relies on the fact that competition renders cross-subsidies less sustainable. Finally

De Jaegher and Jegers (2001) provide a precise discussion of how the credence good

literature may be applied to the analysis of the supplier-induced demand hypothesis;

they also offer a simple model similar to Pitchik and Schotter (1987) in which prices are

exogeneous.

In the next section we present the setup. We then characterize pure-strategy equi-

libria, before turning to a welfare analysis. Before concluding, we devote a section to a

discussion of the critical role played by several assumptions.

2 The Model

Our model features two classes of risk-neutral agents: consumers and experts. There is

a continuum with mass one of consumers. Each consumer incurs a loss, which must be

repaired; this last assumption will be relaxed in Section 4. The loss should be interpreted

as a symptom: the car does not work properly, the house roof leaks, or a tooth aches.

For each consumer a minor intervention is sufficient to get the loss fixed (state m)

with probability µ ∈ (0, 1); otherwise, a major intervention is necessary (state M).9

9Using the vocabulary introduced by Dulleck and Kerschbamer (2003), consumers are ho-
mogenous. They also study the case where consumers differ in the probability distribution
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The model is mathematically equivalent to one where there is only one consumer. For

presentational simplicity, we will therefore often refer to the consumer. The consumer

cannot distinguish between the two states; only experts can.

There are n ≥ 4 identical experts, each of whom is randomly assigned an index

i = 1, . . . , n. An expert may observe the consumer’s state10 at a diagnosis cost d ≥ 0,

which must be understood as a diagnosis-and-switching cost. Including a switching cost

incurred each time a consumer visits an expert, would in fact be equivalent to raising

the diagnosis cost by that amount, and would not affect the results. The marginal cost

of an intervention is assumed to be constant and equal to c for a minor intervention and

c̄ > c for a major one. For further use, we define C as the minimum expected cost of

getting the loss fixed by an expert:

(1) C ≡ d + µc + (1− µ)c̄.

By assumption an expert is needed both at the diagnosis stage and at the repair stage.

Moreover an expert can repair a loss only if he has made the diagnosis himself. This

creates some economies of scope between diagnosis and repair which are measured by d.

Once the diagnosis is made, the expert recommends an intervention. We assume

that whether the loss has been fixed or not is verifiable information; thus if an expert

and a consumer agree that the expert should fix the loss, he does fix it.11 However,

since the consumer may not distinguish between the two states, recommendations may

be false. This is the fraud issue we focus on: what does the consumer end up paying for

getting the loss fixed, and what are the costs incurred by the expert?

over the two types of intervention. In Fong (2003), consumers may differ in the loss they incur
if left untreated, or in the cost for the expert to provide the treatment; the monopolistic expert
then uses fraud in the form of over-charging as a substitute for price discrimination.

10There is no moral hazard in the diagnosis itself. For an analysis of possible inefficiencies
in the amount of effort provided at the diagnosis stage, see Pesendorfer and Wolinsky (2003)
and Emons (2001). Wolinsky (1993) studies the possibility of diagnosis errors.

11Using the vocabulary introduced by Dulleck and Kerschbamer (2003), we impose “liabil-
ity”, as does Wolinsky (1993). By contrast Emons (1997, 2001) assumes that the consumer
does not observe whether the loss has been fixed, which allows him to study fraud in the form
of under-treatment.
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Now we introduce the main innovation of our model. An expert usually provides a

bill listing the inputs used, and we will assume that here. As a result, if the consumer

observes that some of the inputs were effectively used, making a false recommendation

is costly. For instance, suppose the roof leaks and the rooftop needs to be replaced (the

minor intervention). However, the roofer (falsely) claims that the rafters are damaged

and need to be changed as well (the major intervention). The consumer may easily

verify ex post whether the rafters were replaced. This creates a positive fraud cost f for

the expert, incurred when he recommends a major treatment when a minor one would

have been sufficient. In this example, f is the cost of replacing rafters which were not

damaged, and must be added to the cost of the minor intervention.12 One may argue

that c+f should typically lie below c: this is the case for example if replacing the rafters

is less effort-consuming than if they were really damaged, and effort is not observed by

the consumer. It could also be higher, if for example the expert has to damage the

rafters himself before replacing them. To keep some generality we simply assume f ≥ 0;

thus, we allow for f = 0 and f = c̄−c, which are the two special cases treated previously

in the literature. Ceteris paribus, f is larger the more inputs the consumer observes.

Finally it is typically harder to claim that the intervention was minor when in fact it

was major, than the reverse. For instance, how could the roofer justify changing the

rafters if he claimed they did not need to be changed? For simplicity, we assume that

an expert may only make a false recommendation when the consumer needs a minor

intervention; we will comment later on how allowing for false recommendations in the

other direction would affect the results.

We avoid the hold-up problem referred to in the introduction by assuming that the

tariffs posted by experts are public information, and that an expert can perfectly commit

to his tariff.13 The tariff of expert i comprises a diagnosis price pi, and prices p
i

and

12Alternatively one could justify the introduction of a positive fraud cost by the expected
penalty associated with being caught by an external auditor, or by moral considerations.

13This is equivalent to assuming that experts may commit to input prices, and consumers
know what inputs are needed for each type of treatment. Repair shops often post their input
prices in a place visible by the customers. In some countries this is compulsory.
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p̄i for the minor and the major treatment, respectively. Expert i’s recommendation if a

consumer is in state m is denoted ri, where ri ∈ {m, M}. In what follows, we assume

that “doing nothing” involves no cost.

The game has n + 1 stages. In Stage 0, all the experts simultaneously post their

tariffs. In Stage j, j = 1, . . . , n, the consumer chooses between visiting some expert

i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, and doing nothing. The latter action puts an end to Stage i. If the

consumer chooses to visit expert i, he pays the diagnosis price pi. The expert observes

the state of nature at cost d, and then makes a recommendation: if the consumer’s state

is m, the expert recommends either a minor or a major intervention, ri ∈ {m, M}, and

if it is M he recommends a major intervention. The consumer either accepts or refuses

the offer. If the consumer accepts, the expert fixes the loss and the consumer pays the

corresponding price (p
i
if the expert recommended m, and pi if the expert recommended

M). If the consumer refuses, the expert does nothing.

It is realistic to think that an expert may invoke some stratagem (for example unex-

pected delays or workload) to avoid serving a customer. To capture this idea, we impose

that experts cannot commit to making a repair at a loss, as in Wolinsky (1993):

(2) p
i
≥ c ∀ i

(3) p̄i ≥ c̄ ∀ i.

In Section 4 we discuss how altering our assumptions would affect the results. It turns

out that this assumption in particular is important.

By contrast, an expert is able to commit to a diagnosis price below marginal cost—

that may simply be a tool to attract a consumer in the first place. We will of course

impose that experts make non-negative expected profits. Because consumers may op-

portunistically visit an expert to collect a negative diagnosis price, we impose:

(4) pi ≥ 0 ∀ i.

The consumer’s overall strategy specifies which experts to visit and the order in

which they should be visited, and whether or not to accept the recommendation of a
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visited expert, depending on the set of available tariffs and the recommendations that

he may have received in the past. Expert i’s strategy includes a tariff (pi, p
i
, pi) and a

recommendation strategy ri for any consumer in state m. Given these strategies, one

can compute the consumer’s payoff as the sum of all prices paid to the experts he visits

(only the diagnosis price if he turns down the expert’s recommendation, but both the

diagnosis price and the intervention price if he accepted the recommendation). This

allows to compute an expected payoff, given the initial beliefs µ and the usual Bayesian

updating rule, to be applied whenever the consumer receives a recommendation; updated

beliefs given any recommendations received in stages up to and including Stage j are

denoted µ̂j. The payoff of an expert equals his revenues, which are simply the prices

paid by consumers who visited him, minus the costs. The expert’s expected payoff is

computed using the actual distribution of losses among consumers who decide to visit

him. This distribution may differ from the initial distribution (µ, 1− µ) because some

consumers may visit several experts.

We characterize Perfect Bayesian Equilibria (PBE) of this game. We restrict atten-

tion to pure strategy equilibria. As a tie-breaking rule, we assume that if an expert is

indifferent between recommending m or M to a consumer in state m, he recommends

m; furthermore, if a consumer is indifferent between accepting and rejecting a recom-

mendation, he accepts it.

3 Equilibria

3.1 Equilibrium recommendation and acceptance strategies

One of the difficulties with this model is that the number of stages where a consumer

chooses to visit an expert is endogenous. Consider what may happen at the consumer’s

first visit to an expert. Then, either the expert recommends truthfully, in which case the

consumer learns his true state, or he always recommends a major intervention, in which

case the consumer learns nothing. However, without any further knowledge about the

set of available tariffs, it is not obvious how the consumer should respond to the first
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visited expert’s recommendation in these cases. As mentioned previously, our model

is fairly close to Wolinsky (1993). There are essentially two differences: we allow for

a positive fraud cost and an endogenous diagnosis price. He finds that equilibrium

may be of two types. Either it is efficient, i.e., the first visited expert makes a truthful

recommendation that the consumer accepts. Or it involves inefficient specialization: the

first visited expert makes a truthful recommendation, but the consumer accepts only if

a minor intervention was recommended; if a major intervention was recommended, the

consumer visits a second expert who fixes the loss. We first determine conditions under

which these types of equilibria exist. We then show that a new type of equilibrium

emerges in our setting, namely, equilibria involving costly fraud: the first visited expert

always recommends a major intervention, and the consumer accepts. Finally, we show

that these are the only three relevant types of equilibria.

As a preliminary step and benchmark, assume that each consumer knows which

intervention he needs. A standard Bertrand competition argument shows that equilib-

rium then must be efficient. Assume to the contrary that in equilibrium either some

consumers visited more than one expert, or costly over-consumption took place. To get

the loss fixed, some consumers would therefore pay more than the sum of the diagnosis

cost and the cost of the appropriate intervention. For instance, assume that consumers

in state m paid more than d + c. Then some expert could profit by offering a tariff (d,

c+ ε, +∞), where ε > 0 would be chosen so as to attract all consumers in state m. The

expert has no incentive to defraud the consumer with such a tariff.

Returning now to the case where consumers have initial beliefs µ, we derive suffi-

cient and necessary conditions for efficient equilibria to exist. Formally, we define an

“efficient equilibrium” as being one where the first visited expert makes a truthful rec-

ommendation, that the consumer accepts. Without loss of generality, we may assume

that the expert first visited in equilibrium has index 1. For an efficient equilibrium to

exist, the tariff (p1, p1
, p̄1) must satisfy a number of constraints, which will turn out to

imply a specific condition on the parameter values. This condition will turn out to also
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be sufficient for efficient equilibria to exist.

When a consumer needs a minor intervention, expert 1 chooses between recommend-

ing a minor intervention, for a profit p
1
− c, and a major intervention, which yields a

profit p1−c−f . For a truthful recommendation to be a best response to the consumer’s

acceptance of both recommendations, one must then have

(5) p
1
≥ p̄1 − f.

Next we check that accepting both recommendations is the consumer’s best response to

the expert’s truthful recommendation. Given that expert 1 recommends truthfully, the

consumer updates his beliefs to µ̂1 = 1 upon being recommended a minor intervention.

Now any expert would be willing to fix the loss of this consumer if he were paid at least

d + c. Therefore, unless

(6) p
1
≤ c + d,

the consumer’s acceptance of a minor recommendation by expert 1 cannot form part of

an equilibrium. Indeed, some expert i ≥ 2 may profit by offering a tariff, e.g., (0, d+ c+

ε, +∞) for some ε > 0, that would attract a consumer who has been recommended a

minor intervention by expert 1. Similarly, for the consumer to accept the first expert’s

recommendation to do a major intervention, we must have:

(7) p̄1 ≤ c̄ + d.

Taken together, constraints (5), (6), and p1 ≥ c imply

(8) f ≥ c− c− d ≡ f ∗.

In the appendix we show that f ≥ f ∗ is also a sufficient condition for an efficient

equilibrium to exist.

Proposition 1 There exists an efficient equilibrium, in which the first expert makes a

truthful recommendation, that the consumer accepts, if and only if f ≥ f ∗. In any such

equilibrium, experts make zero expected profits.
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This result highlights a fundamental tension between, on the one hand, the expert’s

incentive to recommend a minor intervention truthfully, and on the other hand, the

consumer’s incentive to accept the first expert’s recommendation to do a minor inter-

vention. The former incentive requires the price of a minor intervention to be sufficiently

large: in fact, this price cannot differ from the price of a major intervention by an amount

larger than the fraud cost. The latter incentive puts an upper limit on the price of a

minor intervention: it cannot exceed the cost of a minor intervention by more than the

diagnosis cost, or else the consumer could obtain the minor intervention at a lower price

elsewhere. Therefore, if the sum of the fraud and the diagnosis cost is too small, or,

equivalently, if f < f ∗, the two requirements are incompatible, and inefficiencies must

arise.

We now investigate whether the equilibrium outcome may be that of full specializa-

tion, in which some experts perform only minor interventions, whereas others do only

major ones. In a “specialization equilibrium,” the consumer finds out his true state by

first visiting an expert specializing in minor interventions; any consumer needing a major

intervention then visits a major specialist. The minor specialist removes any incentive

to make a false recommendation by charging a price for the major intervention which

is sufficiently high to ensure that the consumer would turn down a recommendation to

do a major intervention.14

Proposition 2 There exists a specialization equilibrium if and only if f < f ∗ and

f ≥ 1− µ

µ2
[d − µ(c̄ − c)] ≡ f ∗∗, or if d = 0. In such an equilibrium, the first expert

makes a truthful recommendation; the consumer accepts only if a minor intervention

was recommended. Otherwise, he visits a second expert, whose recommendation to do a

major intervention he accepts. Experts make zero expected profits.

As long as there are some economies of scope (d > 0), specialization involves a costly sec-

14A minor specialist and a consumer in state M would always have an incentive to renegoti-
ate, so as to avoid a costly second visit to an expert. But of course, if such a renegotiation were
allowed and anticipated, minor specialists would always recommend M . Prohibiting renego-
tiation, as we do, implies that the threat of cream-skimming is stronger, and thus makes the
model more competitive.
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ond expert visit for a consumer needing a major intervention. As a result, if the diagnosis

cost and the probability of a major intervention are large, the consumer would prefer to

get the loss fixed by one single expert, even if that would involve over-consumption: a

relevant threat to specialization is an expert who always recommends the major inter-

vention that the consumer accepts. There is therefore a fundamental trade-off between,

on the one hand, costly double advice, and on the other hand, costly over-consumption.

For this reason, over-consumption appears as an equilibrium phenomenon when the

fraud cost is not too large, as will be shown next. In a “fraud equilibrium” the first

visited expert always recommends a major intervention, which the consumer accepts.

For the purposes of the following proposition, we assume that at least one expert

offers a minor specialist tariff in equilibrium, although he is not visited.15 We argue that

this assumption is weak. If a fraction of customers were initially informed that their

loss is minor, then active minor specialists would arise endogenously. This variation of

the model would not alter our results in any respect. There are in fact many examples

of minor interventions that consumers may demand on a regular basis for the sake of

maintenance; for cars, such repairs include oil and brake changes. Also, since we know

that at equilibrium some experts may not be visited, some of them may as well choose

to be inactive minor specialists. Moreover, a minor specialist would not make losses if

by accident a consumer decided to visit him.

Proposition 3 There exists a fraud equilibrium involving fraudulent recommendations

15This assumption ensures the existence of an equilibrium for f < f∗ and f ≤ f∗∗. The
fact that an equilibrium may not exist in a game with incomplete information is by itself not
surprising. The archetypal example is the Rothschild and Stiglitz (1976) insurance model, in
which, for some parameter values, pooling candidates are killed by an entry with separating
contracts, and candidates with separating contracts are killed by a pooling entry. Here we have
an even more complex, cyclical structure if there were no inactive minor specialists: efficient
candidates are killed by a minor specialist tariff, specialization is killed by a tariff inducing
fraud, and candidates with fraud are killed by the a tariff inducing a truthful recommendation
which is accepted by the consumer. Interestingly it is because this cycle now counts three
stages that an existence result may be obtained by introducing inactive agents. An alternative
way to ensure equilibrium existence would be to allow for a second entrant, following Riley
(1979).
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and over-consumption, if and only if f < f ∗ and f ≤ f ∗∗. Experts make zero expected

profits.

This result shows that even in a purely competitive model, fraud and over-consumption

may appear as an equilibrium phenomenon. The reason is that experts would lose

the profitable customers if they offered both interventions at reasonable prices and

recommended interventions honestly. Fraud is a simple way to avoid consumer defection:

the consumer never learns what type of intervention he really needs. But of course, it

implies an additional expected cost of µf for the consumer. When this expected cost

is too large, another inefficiency arises in the form of specialization, whereby a costly

second visit is made in state M .16

So far, we have only determined necessary and sufficient conditions for efficient,

specialization, and fraud equilibria to exist. The next proposition states that, except in

the degenerate case d = 0, these are the only type of equilibria that may exist, implying

that fraud and over-consumption must arise as equilibrium phenomena for the relevant

parameter values.

Proposition 4 For any positive diagnosis cost d > 0, equilibrium is either an efficient,

a specialization, or a fraud equilibrium.

When the diagnosis cost is nil, finding out the true state costs nothing, and specialization

in the diagnosis may therefore be an equilibrium. However, as soon as d > 0 so that there

are some economies of scope between the diagnosis and the repair, such a specialization

in the diagnosis is dominated by the specialization equilibrium where the minor specialist

not only reveals the true state to the consumer but also sometimes fixes the loss.

Figure 1 provides a graphical representation of our results, which we may compare

to those in the closest set of papers. Wolinsky (1993) assumes that f = 0; as in our

model, he finds that there then exists two regimes. If the diagnosis cost d is small, there

16Recall that we have assumed that an expert may only falsely recommend a major inter-
vention. Relaxing this assumption would simply be that equilibria with fraud would involve
experts always recommending the minor treatment whenever low-cost repairs are more likely
than high-cost repairs.
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is specialization; if it is large, equilibria are efficient. Indeed, when f = 0, fraudulent

recommendations are costless and therefore involve no inefficiency.17 At the other end

of the spectrum, Dulleck and Kerschbamer (2003) consider the case where f = c̄− c; as

in our model, they find that equilibria are then efficient.

[FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE]

3.2 Equilibrium tariffs

In the following discussion, by equilibrium tariff we mean a tariff which is offered by

some expert who is visited with positive probability in equilibrium.

Although there always exists a unique equilibrium visit and recommendation pattern

(except for d = 0), equilibrium tariffs are typically not unique. For instance, if f ≥ c−c,

marginal cost pricing (d, c, c) is always an equilibrium tariff; but another equilibrium

tariff would offer the diagnosis for free: (0, c + d, c + d). In some experts markets,

consumers may indeed get a diagnosis free of charge. This is typically the case for

car repairs. However, it is not true in the health care industry. Here we try to shed

some light on this issue, by analyzing whether, and if so, why, we should expect a low

diagnosis price in a systematic manner. In the following proposition, we determine the

highest possible diagnosis price for each type of equilibrium.

Proposition 5 If the consumer visits only one expert in equilibrium, and if f < c− c,

the largest possible equilibrium diagnosis price p̂ is strictly smaller than the diagnosis

cost: p̂ = d−µ(c−c−f) < d. Otherwise, marginal cost pricing may occur in equilibrium.

Proof: From the proof of Proposition 2, we know that the diagnosis and the interven-

tions may be prices at marginal cost in a specialization (in fact, the unique equilibrium

minor specialist tariff sells both the diagnosis and the minor intervention at marginal

17The threshold value for d below which specialization occurs in our model is (c− c)µ; this
is smaller than the one obtained by Wolinsky, namely, (c−c)µ/(1−µ), because Wolinsky does
not endogenize the diagnosis price. Then in the equilibrium where consumers visit one single
expert, the experts make strictly positive profits, which in turn renders specialization more
appealing.
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cost). In a fraud equilibrium, the largest diagnosis price is obtained when the price of

a major intervention is minimized: p̄ = c̄. Then, for expected profits to be nil, we get

p = d − µ(c − c − f). Finally, in an efficient equilibrium, marginal cost pricing is an

equilibrium tariff if f ≥ c̄ − c. Otherwise, the largest diagnosis price is obtained by

minimizing the prices of both interventions: p̄ = c̄ and p = c̄ − f . Again, for expected

profits to be nil, we get p = d− µ(c− c− f).

We find that at any equilibrium where the consumer visits only one expert, and

provided it is not more costly to falsely claim that a major intervention was performed

than actually performing it (f < c − c), the diagnosis price must be below marginal

cost. The reason is that consumers needing a minor intervention then pay a price above

marginal cost for the repair. When equilibrium is efficient, this occurs because the price

of the minor intervention must be sufficiently large to deter the expert from making a

fraudulent recommendation. When equilibrium involves fraud, the consumer pays at

least the cost of a major intervention to get a minor intervention. In both cases experts

make profits on the minor intervention; competition will therefore lead experts to incur

a loss at the diagnosis stage which reimburses the full amount of the profits made at

the treatment stage.

To the best of our knowledge, our model is the first to predict that the diagnosis price

must sometimes be strictly below marginal cost.18 The rationale is clear: either fraud

or the threat of cream-skimming implies that an expert makes a profit at the treatment

stage; competition causes experts to use the diagnosis price to reimburse those excess

profits to consumers.

Our results also show that the largest possible diagnosis price is increasing in the

fraud cost f . The smaller is f , the larger is the profit made on a minor intervention, and

thus the smaller is the diagnosis price. One may argue that this may explain why car

18Taylor (1995) finds that there exist equilibria with a zero diagnosis price; however, only
the diagnosis cum treatment price is uniquely determined, and the diagnosis price may be
set at marginal cost. In Emons (1997), the diagnosis cost is sunk once an expert has entered
the market; the zero diagnosis price that his model predicts under certain circumstances thus
amounts to marginal cost pricing.
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and home repair services typically go together with low diagnosis prices, whereas health

care providers in general charge significant amounts for a diagnosis: for repair services

consumers observe very few inputs, which suggests a small fraud cost; with health care

services, it seems reasonable to believe that the opposite may be true.

3.3 Welfare

Since demand is perfectly inelastic, welfare is measured by the expected cost of getting a

consumer’s loss fixed. Efficient equilibria entail a cost of C, for specialization equilibria

the cost is C + (1−µ)d, and it is C + µf for equilibria with fraud. Here we discuss how

welfare is affected first, by changes in the economies of scope parameter d, and second,

by changes in the fraud cost parameter f . Figure 1 provides visual aid for the following

remarks.

First, it is obvious that for a given number of experts visited in equilibrium, welfare

is decreasing in the diagnosis cost d. However, non-trivial changes may occur when

switching from one type of equilibrium to another. It is straightforward to verify that

welfare increases in a discrete manner when leaving the specialization regime to enter the

fraud regime. In the fraud regime, welfare decreases less rapidly with the diagnosis cost,

since the consumer then visits only one expert in equilibrium. Welfare again increases

in a discrete manner when reaching the efficient regime. Note however that it would be

better to have a very small diagnosis cost and specialization, than efficiency together

with a larger diagnosis cost. See Figure 2. In the figure, the values d∗ and d∗∗ correspond

to the threshold values for d, for a given value of the fraud cost f .

[FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE]

For a given diagnosis cost, the maximum welfare is attained for a value of the fraud

cost f sufficiently large to enable experts to truthfully reveal the state without inviting

cream-skimming. But this maximum welfare is also obtained if equilibrium involves

costless fraudulent recommendations (f = 0). For values in between, equilibrium is

inefficient, and welfare decreases in the fraud cost f within the fraud regime. Interest-

ingly, increasing the fraud cost so as to eliminate fraud worsens welfare if it leads to
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specialization instead.

[FIGURE 3 ABOUT HERE]

Casual observations suggests that fraud in experts markets is generally viewed as a

problem. Our model indicates that cautious evaluation is called for: fraud may be an

issue from a welfare point of view only if fraud is costly (f > 0). If the fraud cost is

nil, equilibrium involving fraud is efficient. Receiving a truthful recommendation is not

valuable per se; equilibrium recommendation and visit strategies matter only for the

costs that they entail. This feature may convince the reader that models where fraud is

not associated with over-consumption may miss important insights.

4 Discussion

Further insights may be gained by clarifying the role of some of the above assumptions.

We discuss issues related to those insights, and also comment on some extensions.

4.1 The role of detailed bills and commitment

In our model experts supply a bill listing inputs used. This is a common practice, as

is clear from a visit to the local mechanic or a home improvement subcontractor. It is

therefore reasonable to include it as an assumption in our analysis. Nevertheless, future

research may seek to endogenize this feature. An interesting explanation may be that

part of the fraud cost represents a moral cost, and that experts are heterogeneous in

this moral cost. Then intuition would suggest that the more honest ones may have an

incentive to use a detailed bill to signal themselves. Or, if consumers differ in their

capacity to verify the inputs used by experts, then these may have an incentive to use

a detailed bill to attract consumers with a high ability.

Relaxing the assumption that expert provide a bill would make the model less

realistic. However, it would shed light on a possible advantage of not requiring experts

to provide bills detailing the inputs used. In such a setting the notion of fraud would

be meaningless since the consumer would not be able to verify anything anymore. In
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our model, this would correspond to the case where f = 0. In particular equilibria with

costly over-consumption would disappear. Hence, if experts did not supply detailed

bills, ex post cream-skimming could be deterred at no cost, so that the market would

be able to perform more efficiently.

Our results rely on the fact that the relationship between the customer and the

expert is short-term, which in turn implies a lack of commitment by both parties. In

particular, we argued that an expert may not commit to making repairs at a loss,

implying the restrictions p ≥ c and p̄ ≥ c̄. We argued that such restrictions are sensible,

because experts may always use some stratagem to scare away consumers (for instance

by pretending that ordering spare parts will be a lengthy process). In fact, an experts

market with low intervention prices would also constitute an easy prey for crooks: a

fake expert could pretend to make a diagnosis, cash in on the diagnosis price, and then

somehow scare away the consumer. The risk of attracting such crooks would put a

downward pressure on the diagnosis price and therefore an upward pressure on repair

prices.

Yet, it is instructive to further explore what would happen if the conditions p ≥ c and

p̄ ≥ c̄ were no longer imposed. Then an expert could choose a tariff such that truthful

recommendations do not invite ex post cream-skimming, e.g., (p, p, p) = (C, 0, 0). As

a result, equilibria involving costly fraud would clearly not exist. However, ex ante

cream-skimming would still prevent the existence of efficient equilibria. Indeed, if d <

µ(c̄ − c), a consumer would first visit a minor specialist, so that experts offering the

tariff (p, p, p) = (C, 0, 0) would only attract consumers in state M and thereby make a

loss. This discussion reveals the value of long-term contracts: for instance, assume that

the consumer pays C to a given expert before the loss arises, and that the expert agrees

to fix the consumer’s subsequent loss at no charge.19 Because the consumer pays the

price before the loss arises, ex ante cream-skimming is not an issue. This is reminiscent

19Dulleck and Kerschbamer (2003) study the case where consumers may (for exogenous
reasons) commit to visiting only one expert; then equilibria are efficient.
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of contracts such as maintenance contracts, (extended) warranties, or in the health

care case an insurance contract together with an exclusivity clause (managed health

care). Our model thus provides an explanation for why there may be a market for such

long-term contracts, even if consumers are risk neutral and even if administrative costs

are significant.20 This result is not new in the literature,21 although the commitment

rationale is new as far as we know.

Despite their appeal, long-term contracts have obvious drawbacks. First, since the

consumer is linked to a particular expert, the expected transportation cost is higher;

expert networks may somewhat mitigate that problem. Second, it makes the market

even more vulnerable to crooks than a market based on spot contracts, since it is possible

to cash in on the fixed fee from a large set of consumers before any losses arise. Based

on these and the above observations, we argue that our setup is a plausible one. Further

research would be useful to yield sharper predictions as to the exact conditions under

which the alternative setups discussed here may be considered.

4.2 Repair or replace?

The above results were derived under the assumption that the loss was fixed with cer-

tainty in equilibrium; this amounts to assuming that the consumer’s willingness to pay

is at least d + c. While this may be true for expensive durables, for cheaper durables it

is sometimes more costly to repair than to replace a defective good. Consider now the

case where replacing the good costs some r < d + c.

First, assume that r > c; then ex post efficiency requires that a defective good be

repaired, even if a major intervention is required (since the diagnosis cost then is sunk).

The insights of the above analysis may then be directly applied, with a minor variation:

since r < d + c, if in equilibrium the consumer first visits a minor specialist, he gets the

good replaced upon being recommended a major intervention. However, it is easy to

20According to Lutz and Padmanabhan (1998), 27% of new car buyers purchase an extended
warranty; the proportion is even higher for home electronics products.

21See the analysis of Taylor (1995), who also points out the inefficiencies linked to the moral
hazard at the maintenance stage arising from such warranties.
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verify that all other results remain valid (with some changes in the threshold values).

Things change drastically if r falls below c; then the consumer would turn down any

recommendation to get a major intervention (since p ≥ c). As a result, the only potential

equilibrium is that of specialization: the consumer first visits a minor specialist, who

recommends truthfully; the consumer accepts only a minor intervention. The expected

cost for the consumer would then be:

d + µc + (1− µ)r.

But of course, the consumer would effectively visit the minor specialist only if the

replacement cost were sufficiently large to warrant the diagnosis cost:

d + µc + (1− µ)r < r, or r > c +
d

µ
.

By contrast to the case where r ≥ c, here the market performs efficiently.

5 Concluding remarks

In this paper, we have argued that the question of fraud in experts’ markets cannot be

analyzed without reference to the question of over-consumption. Our theory of fraud is

based on the strategic content of information: an expert may want to lie to the customer

in order to keep him uninformed, thereby preventing the consumer from seeking a better

price elsewhere. This argument is general enough to be applied to various industries,

such as car repairs or health care, in which information is scarce and each visit to an

expert is costly. The model we have solved provides several additional insights.

First, fraud in the form of inefficient over-consumption may arise in equilibrium,

even if the market is competitive, and in the absence of insurance. This finding is new

in the literature, and it may offer a sound and more structural basis for applied research

on physician-induced demand. In particular, the argument given above supports the so-

called physician-induced demand hypothesis, which states in a provocative manner that

more competition could lead to more over-consumption. In our theory, the consumer’s
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inability to commit to visit only one expert is indeed at the heart of the matter: if

consumers could commit, a competitive experts market would perform efficiently, since

then cross-subsidies which are necessary to remove incentives to defraud are not threat-

ened by cream-skimming. A credible commitment device exists, however, in the form

of warranties (or extended warranties), or managed health care; this suggests that even

risk-neutral consumers may demand such warranties.

Second, the mere threat of fraud may create welfare costs, even in the absence of

equilibrium fraud, by requiring the customers to seek a costly double advice. This is

what happens in our model under specialization. As we have seen, welfare may be lower

in this regime; eradicating equilibrium fraud may thus be a misleading objective.

Third, our model explains why diagnosis prices are often set below diagnosis costs.

As in most models with switching costs, by doing so experts want to attract consumers

in the first place; but another important rationale is that this allows experts to transfer

to customers the profits originating in treatment prices exceeding marginal cost. Our

analysis suggests that such mark-ups may be pervasive in experts markets, either as an

instrument to deter fraud, or as a direct result of fraud.

Finally, in our framework there is no intrinsic value in obtaining accurate information

from the expert. However, such information may matter for third parties; in particular,

the performance of insurance markets depends on whether insurance contracts may be

contingent on the true state or not. For this reason, and also because insurance obviously

is a highly relevant aspect of many experts markets, it would be desirable to extend our

model to allow for insurance.
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Appendix

Proof of Proposition 1:

We first prove that expert make zero profits in an efficient equilibrium. Assume to

the contrary that experts offer a set of tariffs such that the consumer first picks a tariff

(p1, p1
, p̄1) satisfying p

1
∈ [c, c + d], p̄1 ∈ [c̄, c̄ + d], and p

1
≥ p̄1− f , and yielding positive

expected profits: p1 + µp
1
+ (1 − µ)p̄1 > C. Combining these inequalities implies that

any such tariff has p1 > 0. But then an expert i 6= 1 can profitably attract the consumer

on his first visit by offering the tariff (pi, pi
, p̄i) = (p1 − ε, p

1
, p̄1) for some ε > 0.

Next we show that f ≥ f ∗ is a sufficient condition for an efficient equilibrium to

exist. Assume that all experts offer some tariff (p, p, p̄) such that the first visited expert

makes a truthful recommendation, that the consumer accepts, and such that experts

make zero expected profits. Such a tariff exists if and only if f ≥ f ∗. We now prove

that if f ≥ f ∗, there exists no profitable deviating tariff.

The arguments preceding the proposition show that as long as f ≥ f ∗, any deviating

tariff that would induce the consumer with beliefs µ̂1 = 0 or µ̂1 = 1 to turn down the first

visited expert’s recommendation must be loss-making. Therefore, it only remains to be

checked that there exists no profitable deviating tariff that would attract the consumer

on his first visit.

Let us assume that expert i deviates by offering a tariff (pi, pi
, p̄i) that attracts the

consumer with beliefs µ; we show that this tariff must be loss-making. We need to verify

this for all the possible recommendation and acceptance decisions that this tariff may

give rise to.

(i) Suppose that ri = m and that the consumer accepts both recommendations. For

the consumer to pick expert i for his first visit, it must be that pi +µp
i
+(1−µ)p̄i < C.

But then expert i would make a loss.

(ii) Suppose that ri = m and that the consumer accepts only recommendation m.

Upon receiving recommendation M the consumer would visit an expert with the tariff

(p, p, p̄), implying that his expected cost of getting the loss fixed would be pi + µp
i
+
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(1− µ)(p + p̄). Since p + p̄ ≥ c̄, this implies that pi + µp
i
must be smaller than d + µc

for the consumer to choose expert i for his first visit. But then expert i would make a

loss. A very similar argument may be used to show that there cannot exist a profitable

deviating tariff such that ri = m and the consumer accepts only recommendation M .

(iii) Suppose that ri = m and that the consumer accepts no recommendation. If the

consumer chooses expert i for his first visit, his expected cost of getting the loss fixed

would be pi + C, which implies pi < 0 so that expert i would make a loss.

(iv) Suppose that ri = M . Whether or not the consumer accepts the recommenda-

tion M , expert i would make a loss. If the consumer does not accept the recommen-

dation, pi < 0 is necessary for the tariff (pi, pi
, p̄i) to attract the consumer on his first

visit. If the consumer accepts the recommendation, the expected revenues that expert i

may collect must be smaller than C for the consumer to be attracted in the first place,

whereas his expected costs would be C + µf since he incurs the fraud cost f when the

consumer is in state m.

Proof of Proposition 2:

Using the index m to denote a minor specialist tariff, and the index M for a major

specialist tariff, let us assume that at least one and at most n − 1 experts offer the

minor specialist tariff, while the rest offer the major specialist tariff. Assume that a

consumer first visits a minor specialist, who makes a truthful recommendation, which

the consumer accepts only if it is a minor one. If the minor specialist recommends a

major intervention, the consumer turns him down, and visits a major specialist whose

recommendation to do a major intervention he accepts. First, since a consumer in

state M has beliefs µ̂ = 0 upon being recommended a major intervention by the first

visited expert, a standard Bertrand competition argument shows that major specialists

make zero expected profits. Thus a major specialist tariff satisfies pM + p̄M = d + c̄,

pM ≥ 0, and p̄M ≥ c̄. Turning now to the tariff of a minor specialist, a consumer who

has been recommended a major intervention rejects that recommendation if and only if
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p̄m > d + c̄; for any p
m
≥ c, the minor specialist’s best response is to make a truthful

recommendation. It is straightforward to show that minor specialists must make zero

expected profits. Assume that they made a profit, either on the diagnosis or on the

minor intervention or on both. Then an expert could profit by offering a slightly lower

price on the profitable service, while offering the same price for a major intervention.

We can further pin down the minor specialist tariff by showing that pm +p
m
≤ d+ c.

Assume the contrary. Then an expert could make a profit by offering a tariff with a

slightly lower price for the diagnosis and the minor intervention: this would attract a

consumer who was recommended a minor intervention by a minor specialist.

Thus a minor specialist tariff satisfies pm + µp
m

= d + µc, pm ≥ 0, p
m
≥ c, and

pm + p
m
≤ d + c. Taken together these conditions imply p

m
= c and pm = d. The

consumer’s expected cost of getting the loss fixed is C +(1−µ)d, where the second term

reflects the costly second diagnosis for a consumer in state M .

It remains to be checked whether an expert could profitably deviate by offering a

tariff that would attract the consumer on his first visit. As in the proof to Proposition

1, let us assume that expert i deviates by offering a tariff (pi, pi
, p̄i) designed to attract

the consumer with beliefs µ. Again we need to rule out a profitable deviation for every

possible combination of recommendation and acceptance decisions that this tariff may

give rise to.

(i) Suppose that ri = m and that the consumer accepts both recommendations.

Such a tariff exists if and only if f ≥ f ∗, in which case it would represent a profitable

deviation as long as d > 0. If d = 0, the deviation would make zero profits.

(ii) Suppose the consumer accepts no recommendation by expert i. Whether or not

expert i makes a truthful recommendation, if the consumer chooses expert i for his first

visit, his expected cost of getting the loss fixed would be pi +C +(1−µ)d, which implies

pi < 0 for the tariff to attract the consumer. But then expert i would make a loss.

(iii) Suppose that ri = m and that the consumer accepts only recommendation M .

For the expert to truthfully recommend a minor intervention (that will be turned down),
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it must be that 0 ≥ p̄i − f − c, which together with p̄i ≥ c̄ implies f ≥ c̄− c. But then

f ≥ f ∗, and we know from (i) that specialization is not an equilibrium.

(iv) Suppose that ri = M and that the consumer accepts this recommendation. For

such a tariff not to be loss-making, it must have pi + pi ≥ C + µf since the fraud cost

f is incurred in state m. If pi + pi ≥ c + d, the consumer would not visit expert i. If

pi + pi < c + d, a consumer who first visited a minor specialist and was recommended

a major intervention would then visit expert i. But in that case expert i would make

a loss, since his revenue pi + pi would fall short of his cost d + c. Thus expert i could

profit if and only if the consumer prefers to immediately visit him, i.e., if

d + µc + (1− µ)(C + µf) > C + µf,

which is equivalent to

f <
1− µ

µ2
[d− µ(c̄− c)].

Proof of Proposition 3:

Assume that there exists an equilibrium where the first visited expert always recom-

mends a major intervention, and the consumer accepts this recommendation. Further

assume that there exists at least one expert offering a minor specialist tariff (d, c, +∞).

A standard Bertrand competition argument may be used to show that profits are nil

in equilibrium. Thus the consumer’s expected cost for getting the loss fixed is C + µf .

Since the consumer learns nothing along the equilibrium path, we only need to deter-

mine whether or not an expert offering a tariff leading to some other recommendation

and/or acceptance decisions may attract the consumer on his first visit. Thus, we check

whether there exists a profitable tariff (pi, pi
, p̄i); again we need to take into account all

the possible recommendation and acceptance decisions that this tariff could give rise to.

(i) Suppose that the consumer accepts no recommendation by expert i. Whether or

not expert i makes a truthful recommendation, if the consumer chooses expert i for his
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first visit, his expected cost of getting the loss fixed would be pi +C +µf , which implies

pi < 0 for the tariff to attract the consumer. But then expert i would make a loss.

(ii) Suppose that ri = m and that the consumer accepts only recommendation m.

From the arguments developed in (iv) in the proof of Proposition 2, it is clear that there

exists such a tariff that would attract the consumer on his first visit and that would be

profitable if and only if f > f∗∗.

(iii) Suppose that ri = m and that the consumer accepts both recommendations.

Since there is one expert offering a minor specialist tariff, such a tariff would attract the

consumer on his first visit and would be profitable if and only if f ≥ f ∗.

(iv) Suppose that ri = m and that the consumer accepts only recommendation M .

For the expert to truthfully recommend a minor intervention (that will be turned down),

it must be that 0 ≥ p̄i − f − c, which together with p̄i ≥ c̄ implies f ≥ c̄− c. But then

f ≥ f ∗, and we know from (iii) that fraud is not an equilibrium.

Proof of Proposition 4:

At the first visited expert, there are six possible sequences of events. First, if the

expert makes a truthful recommendation, there are four possibilities: the consumer

may accept both, only one, or none of the recommendations. Second, if the first visited

expert always recommends a major intervention, the consumer may either accept or

turn down the recommendation. Propositions 1-3 characterize conditions under which

three of those sequences of events may be part of an equilibrium. Here we investigate

whether the three that remain may be part of an equilibrium.

(i) Assume that the first expert recommends truthfully but the consumer accepts

only a recommendation to do a major intervention. Using arguments that by now

should be familiar to the reader, one can show that in such an equilibrium experts

would make zero profits. The first visited expert would therefore offer a tariff where

p1 + p̄1 = d + (1 − µ)c̄. Upon being recommended a minor intervention, the consumer

would visit a second expert who would fix the loss for a total price of d + c. The
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consumer’s expected cost of getting the loss fixed would therefore be C + µd. Now,

for the first expert to truthfully recommend a minor intervention (that will be turned

down), it must be that 0 ≥ p̄1 − f − c, which together with p̄1 ≥ c̄ implies f ≥ c̄ − c.

But then f ≥ f ∗, and an expert could offer a tariff inducing a truthful recommendation

and consumer acceptance. This tariff would attract the consumer and make a profit as

long as d > 0. However, if d = 0, such a deviation would make zero profits.

(ii) Assume that the first expert recommends truthfully but the consumer accepts no

recommendation. The consumer knows his true state after having visited the first expert,

and his loss would be fixed by a minor specialist with a tariff satisfying pm + p
m

= d+ c

if he is in state m, and by a major specialist with a tariff satisfying pM + p
M

= d + c̄ if

he is in state M . The expected cost of getting the loss fixed would be d+C. As long as

d > 0, the consumer would be better off by immediately visiting a minor specialist: the

expected cost of getting the loss fixed would then drop to C + (1−µ)d− (1−µ)(p− c).

However, if d = 0, this could be an equilibrium.

(iii) Assume that the first expert always recommends a major intervention and the

consumer turns down the recommendation. The consumer would learn nothing at cost

d. However, if d = 0, this could be an equilibrium.
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Figure 3. Welfare as a function of the fraud cost f .
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